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Abstract

Large-scale reorganization of protein interactions characterizes many biological processes, yet few systems are accessible to biophysical

studies that display this property. The capsid protein of Nudaurelia capensis N Virus (NNV) has previously been characterized in two

dramatically different T = 4 quasi-equivalent assembly states when expressed as virus-like particles (VLPs) in a baculovirus system. The

procapsid (pH 7), is round, porous, and approximately 450 Å in diameter. It converts, in vitro, to the capsid form at pH 5 and the capsid is

sealed shut, shaped like an icosahedron, has a maximum diameter of 410 Å and undergoes an autocatalytic cleavage at residue 570. Residues

571–644, the g peptide, remain associated with the particle and are partially ordered. The interconversion of these states has been previously

studied by solution X-ray scattering, electron cryo microscopy (CryoEM), and site-directed mutagenesis. The particle structures appear

equivalent in authentic virions and the low pH form of the expressed and assembled protein. Previously, and before the discovery of the

multiple morphological forms of the VLPs, we reported the X-ray structure of authentic NNVat 2.8 Å resolution. These coordinates defined

the fold of the protein but were not refined at the time because of technical issues associated with the approximately 2.5 million reflection

data set. We now report the refined, authentic virus structure that has added 29 residues to the original model and allows the description of the

chemistry of molecular switching for T = 4 capsid formation and the multiple morphological forms. The amino and carboxy termini are

internal, predominantly helical, and disordered to different degrees in the four structurally independent subunits; however, the refined

structure shows significantly more ordered residues in this region, particularly at the amino end of the B subunit that is now seen to invade

space occupied by the A subunits. These additional residues revealed a previously unnoticed strong interaction between the pentameric, g

peptide helices of the A and B subunits that are largely proximal to the quasi-6-fold axes. One C-terminal helix is ordered in the C and D

subunits and stabilizes a flat interaction in two interfaces between the protein monomers while the other, quasi-equivalent, interactions are

bent. As this helix is arginine rich, the comparable, disordered region in the A and B subunits probably interacts with RNA. One of the

subunit–subunit interfaces has an unusual arrangement of carboxylate side chains. Based on this observation, we propose a mechanism for

the control of the pH-dependent transitions of the virus particle.

D 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The Nudaurelia capensis N Virus (NNV) is a member of

the Tetraviridae family, which infects insects of the lepi-

dopteran order (butterflies and moths). The capsid consists

of 240 copies of a single protein type, arranged in four

unique structural environments to form a T = 4 quasi-

equivalent icosahedral surface lattice. While many virus

families have capsids with T = 3 symmetry, only a few
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have T = 4 symmetry. The other high-resolution structure of

a T = 4 capsid is that of the hepatitis B virus (HBV a) core

(Wynne et al., 1999). When the NNV structure was deter-

mined (Munshi et al., 1996), it was obvious that the fold

was very similar to the known structures of two other insect

viruses, black beetle virus (BBV) (Hosur et al., 1987; Wery

et al., 1994) and Flock House virus (FHV) (Fisher and

Johnson, 1993), belonging to the T = 3 Nodaviridae family.

Both families undergo a maturation process involving an

autoproteolytic cleavage, and the cleavage sites are very

similar. Although no significant sequence similarity is found

between the capsid proteins of NNV and the nodaviruses
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BBVand FHV (the level of sequence identity is about 12%),

the fold of the capsid proteins is similar, suggesting an

evolutionary relationship between these virus groups.

Subsequent to the structure determination of the authen-

tic NNV, a variety of biophysical studies were performed on

T = 4 particles formed when the capsid protein was

expressed in a recombinant baculovirus system. The form

of NNV virus-like particles (VLPs) purified at pH 7 is called

the procapsid, and is round and porous with a diameter of

450 Å. Quasi-symmetric subunit contacts are closely similar

in the procapsid state, but the particles are only moderately

stable (Canady et al., 2000). At pH 5, the particle is called

the capsid and has a diameter is 410 Å and it is icosahedral

in shape. Reorganization of an interior a-helical domain and

translation and rotation of the subunits as rigid bodies

differentiate quasi-symmetric contacts into two types of

quasi-2-fold interactions, flat and bent. This capsid quater-

nary structure leads to an autoproteolytic cleavage at residue

570 (Taylor et al., 2002). After cleavage of at least 15% of

the protein subunits, the conformational changes are irre-

versible in the wild-type capsid (Canady et al., 2000). An

Asn570T hr cleavage-defective mutant, however, formed a

capsid that could be reverted to the procapsid conformation

when transferred to higher pH (Taylor et al., 2002).

We now report the refined structure of NNV at 2.8 Å

resolution and describe, in chemical detail, the molecular

switching that occurs in the helical domains that differ-

entiates the four structural environments of the surface

lattice. We can now also propose a mechanism for the pH-

dependent transitions and discuss the significant differences

in the arrangement of the g peptides in nodaviruses and

tetraviruses.
Table 1

Statistics from model building and refinement

R factora (%) 22.0

Rms deviation of

Bond lengths (Å) 0.007

Bond angles (deg) 1.4

Dihedral angles (deg) 25.4

Improper angles (deg) 0.83

Average B factor of

Protein (Å2) 28

Mg2 +(Å2) 24

H2O (Å2) 30

Ramachandran outliersb (%) 0.7 + 0.2

Ramachandran outliersc (%) 4.0

a R factor =
P

NFobsA� kAFcalcN=
P

AFobsA, summation over all hkl for

all reflections in the working set, no cut-off was used.
b Ramachandran outliers in generously allowed and disallowed regions

defined according to Procheck (Laskowski et al., 1993).
c Ramachandran outliers regions defined according Moleman (Kleywegt

and Jones, 1996).
Results and discussion

Model building and refinement

The preliminary model (Munshi et al., 1996) was im-

proved by reorienting several peptide bonds and side chains.

In a few places in the helical domain, the main chain was

extensively remodeled. When a mask extending 7 Å from

the model atoms was used, it became evident that several

new stretches of polypeptide could be modeled. In some

locations, electron density for water molecules could be

seen, and about 500 water molecules were included in the

refined structure. A peak of electron density at a level

similar to the protein was identified as a divalent metal

ion by the nature of its ligands (aspartate side chains and

carbonyl oxygens) and the ion to ligand distance (2.2–2.5

Å). There is no density at the inner surface of the protein

shell that can reliably be attributed to the RNA. The final R

value for about 2.5 million reflections and a model contain-

ing 2277 residues after temperature factor refinement is

22.0%. The final model has 1% of the residues in the

disallowed and generously allowed regions of the Rama-
chandran plot as defined by PROCHECK (Laskowski et al.,

1993). The refinement statistics are shown in Table 1.

Organization of the T = 4 virus capsid

The 240-protein monomers are arranged with T = 4

symmetry in the virus shell. The four quasi-equivalent

conformations of the capsid protein are denoted A, B, C,

and D. The shell can be viewed as constructed from two

different types of trimers, ABC and DDD (Fig. 1a). ABC

trimers surround each icosahedral 5-fold axis and the DDD

trimers fill out the space between them, at the icosahedral 3-

fold axes. Three ABC trimers and one DDD trimer form one

face of the icosahedron. The DDD trimers follow icosahe-

dral 3-fold symmetry, but the ABC trimers are related by a

quasi-3-fold axis. In the T = 4 arrangement, two copies of

three subunits (BCD) are adjacent to the icosahedral 2-fold

axis, making it a quasi-6-fold. There are two unique quasi-2-

fold axes, one relating two quasi-6-fold axes and the other

relating a 5-fold axis and a quasi-6-fold axis (Fig. 1a).

The fold of the NNV capsid protein is an elaboration of

the canonical viral jellyroll (Fig. 2). The standard viral

jellyroll has eight anti-parallel h strands named from B to

I and the loops connecting each strand are named BC, CD,

etc. In NNV, this motif is modified by extensive insertions at

the N- and C-termini as well as in several of the loops

connecting the h strands. The N- and C-termini are only

partly ordered, and the degree of order differs among the

subunits. The N-terminal 40 amino acids are disordered in

all subunits. This segment contains 10 arginine and 2 lysine

residues and is probably associated with the RNA mole-

cules. At the visible N-terminus, there are up to four helices,

aN1–aN4 and at the C-terminus, there are up to four

helices, aC1–aC4. The helices from both termini of one

subunit have close approaches with each other and interact

extensively with helices from symmetry-related subunits

forming a modular, internal, ‘‘helical domain’’ that is
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spatially separate from the h-sandwich domains that form

the shell.

An insertion in the CD loop adds two additional strands,

hCVand hC to one of the sheets in the jellyroll motif, as well

as three helices, aCD1–aCD3. A large insertion in the EF

loop forms a complete immunoglobulin-like (Ig-like) do-

main (101 residues) that protrudes on the outer surface of

the virus particle. Before and after the Ig domain, there are

two strands, hEV and hE, which are antiparallel and form a

small h-sheet together with a strand, hGV, from an insertion

in the GH loop.

The A, B, C, and D subunits all have slightly different

conformations (Fig. 2). The differences are mostly in the

internal, a-helical domain, but the BC loop has two types of

conformations, one in A and B and another in C and D.

Subunits C and D are very similar in the helical domain,

while A and B have their own distinct arrangements. The

secondary structure assignment for each subunit is shown in

Fig. 3.

The NNV structure is remarkably similar to that of BBV.

Except for the Ig domain and a few loop regions, the

structures superimpose very well. The rms deviations after

superposition for the A, B, and C subunits of NNVand BBV

(including the g peptides) are 1.7–1.8 Å for about 230

atoms using the default cutoff in O (Jones et al., 1991). The

regions that superimpose well and are used for the RMSD

calculation include the eight strands in the viral jellyroll

(hB–hI), hCV, hC, aN3, aC1, and the region close to the

cleavage (Fig. 2).

In the same way as in several T = 3 viruses, the quasi-2-

fold as well as the 5-fold and quasi-6-fold subunit inter-

actions of NNV can be described as having two states, a flat

or a bent contact. The same portions of the subunits are

juxtaposed in these contacts, but the residues interacting are

remarkably different with only those along a hinge main-

tained. The dihedral angle between subunits at the flat

contact is 180j and it is 144j at the bent contact. The

contacts between A subunits at the 5-fold axes, between B

and C at the quasi-6-fold axes and between A and B at the

quasi-2-fold axes are bent (Fig. 1). The quasi-6-fold contacts

between B and D and between C and D, and the quasi-2-

fold between C and D, are flat (Fig. 1). The difference in

conformation is due to the insertion of C-terminal helices

below the hinge at the flat contacts. This part is disordered

in subunits A and B, but forms helix aC4 in C and D (Fig.

2). This helix is inserted as a wedge between the proteins in

the BD and CD quasi-6-fold contacts (Fig. 4). The arrange-

ment of the aC4 helices in the shell can be viewed in Fig.

1b. The large-scale effect is that the interactions between

DDD trimers and ABC trimers are flat and interactions

between different ABC trimers are bent.

Overall, the arrangement of the subunits in NNV is also

very similar to that of the T = 3 insect viruses. When the

ABC trimers of NNV and BBV are superimposed as rigid

bodies, the rms deviation is 2.0 Å, only slightly higher

than when the individual subunits are compared. The same
type of quasi-2-fold, quasi-2-fold, 5-fold, and quasi-6-fold

contacts that are present in NNV are also used in the T = 3

capsids. The most notable difference is that in the T = 3

packing, the icosahedral 3-fold axis is the quasi-6-fold,

while in T = 4, the icosahedral 2-fold axis is the quasi-6-

fold. At the atomic level, however, there is very little

similarity in the subunit-subunit interactions. The coat

proteins of nodaviruses have flat and bent contacts in

the same way as in NNV, but the flat contacts are

stabilized by an extended N-terminal segment from one

of the subunits and by a segment of ordered double-

stranded RNA (Fisher and Johnson, 1993; Tang et al.,

2001).

Detailed interactions in the shell and molecular switching

The surface area of the coat protein that is buried when

the capsid is formed is 1500–1700 Å2 for the trimeric

contacts, about 1400 Å2 for the quasi-2-fold contacts, and

700–1200 Å2 for the 5-fold and quasi-6-fold contacts. Of

this surface area, the contacts involving the helical

domains dominate the quasi-2-fold contacts and contribute

500–700 Å2 to the 3-fold and quasi-3-fold contacts. The

differences in contact area between the quasi-equivalent

contacts are due to the differences between the flat and

bent contacts and the different degree of order in the

helical domain. The contact surfaces have a mixed polar

and nonpolar character, but a large fraction of the quasi-2-

fold contact is due to nonpolar contact between the helical

domains. Some ordered water molecules are found in the

subunit interfaces, but a large fraction of the waters are

found in the space between the jellyroll and immunoglob-

ulin domains.

The quasi 2-fold interactions are remarkably symmetric

(Table 2). There are two types of quasi-2-fold dimers, AB

and CD (Fig. 1a). The AB dimer has a bent conformation

while the CD dimer is flat. Only one interaction is conserved

between the two types of dimers and that is a ‘‘hinge’’

contact between Gln538 and Trp526. At the AB dimer

interface, there is an unusual concentration of negative

charges in close proximity (Fig. 5). The possible role of

this contact in the control of maturation of the capsids is

discussed below.

The interactions at the icosahedral 3-fold axis, between

three D subunits, and at the quasi-3-fold axis, between A, B,

and C subunits, are similar (Table 2, Figs. 6a–d). A large

fraction of the 3-fold and quasi-3-fold contacts are between

the external immunoglobulin domains and there the simi-

larity is striking. The contacts in the interior helical domain

are more different. Here, the contacts involve the ordered

part of the N-termini, which differs in conformation and

degree of order between the subunits, interacting with the

g peptide.

The AA, BC, CD, and DB interactions around the 5- and

quasi-6-fold axes are quasi-equivalent to each other. Be-

cause of the difference in the interaction angle, however,



Fig. 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the NNV coat protein showing the T = 4 arrangement of the protein subunits in the shell. The immunoglobulin domain is

omitted. A subunits are blue, B subunits are red, C subunits are green, and D subunits are yellow. This color scheme is used in all figures except Fig. 2. The

symmetry and quasi-symmetry axes are marked. (b) The arrangement of the aC4 helices from the C and D subunits on the inside of the capsid in the same view

as shown in a. Each DDD trimer is surrounded by a triangle of helices. A schematic view of the packing showing the denotation used in Table 2 is inserted. All

schematic figures were made using the program Molscript (Kraulis, 1991).
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only a few contacts are conserved between all subunits

(Table 2). The interactions in the two bent contacts are very

similar, as are the ones in the two flat contacts. The most

striking differences are found in the interactions of the

helical domains, including the cleaved g peptides. It was

previously reported (Munshi et al., 1996) that the g peptides

from the A subunit (aC2) formed a cylinder structure of five

helices around the 5-fold axis. With the new polypeptides

segments added, it became clear that there is instead a

cylinder of 10 helices, which also includes the aN1 helices

from B subunits (Figs. 7a and b). The aC2 helices are

almost parallel to the axis, while the shorter aN1 helices are

slightly tilted.
At the 2-fold (or quasi-6-fold) axis, the interactions are

very different (Figs. 7c and d). The g peptides of subunits C

and D form three shorter helices, aC2–aC4, which all face

the quasi-6-fold axes. One of these helices, aC4, acts as the

wedge that forms the flat dimer interface. The conformation

of the helices in subunits C and D is mostly similar but

different from the conformation of the equivalent residues in

the A subunits. In subunit A, aC2 is formed by residues

574–596, but in C and D, this helix consists of only

residues 574–586. In C and D, the short helix aC3 (residues

594–598) is packed antiparallel to aC2 and is followed by a

long, partly ordered, loop and helix aC4 (Fig. 2). The C-

terminus of the B subunit is largely disordered and only a



Fig. 2. The fold of the NNV monomer. All subunits A–D are shown, but the strands and helices are labeled in the C subunit only. The B subunit of black beetle

virus (BBV) is included for a comparison. The standard viral jellyroll is shown in dark colors and the rest of the molecule is shown in pale colors. The N-

terminus is pale blue, the C-terminus is pink, the CD loop is pale blue, the EF loop is pale green, and the GH loop is yellow. The helices aC2–aC4 are the

visible part of the g peptides.
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short aC2 is visible and this faces the quasi-6-fold. At the

flat contact, between subunits B and D, and between

subunits D and C, the N-terminal helices (aN1) from D

and C subunits are positioned between the g peptide helices,

in a way that resembles the arrangement around the 5-fold

axis. At the bent contact, the corresponding element is the

aN1 helix from the A subunit, but it is disordered because

there is inadequate space for it. The four visible aN1 helices

are roughly parallel to the quasi-6-fold axis, while all other

helices are at an angle to the axis.
The helix aC4 has an exceptionally high arginine con-

tent: there are eight arginines in the segment 628–640 of the

g peptide. Segments of the coat protein rich in positively

charged residues are found in many virus subunit sequences,

but these segments are most often not visible in the electron

density maps and presumed to be interacting with the viral

nucleic acid. In NNV, this segment has a dual role. In the A

and B subunits, it is disordered and available for interaction

with the RNA molecules, but in the C and D subunits, it is

ordered and used to stabilize the flat contact. Two of the



Fig. 3. The secondary structure assignment of each chain, aligned with the amino acid sequence. Helices are denoted by a ‘‘V’’ and strands with a ‘‘=’’.
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Table 2

Polar interactions between subunits

he first six columns show the name and secondary structure element of the

teracting atoms. Helices and strands are preceded by ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘h,’’ and the
onnecting loops are denoted by the names of the neighboring secondary

tructure elements (column SSE). The immunoglobulin domain is denoted

Im.’’ For example, the first row indicates an interaction between the

arbonyl oxygen of residue 105 in subunit A with the NH1 atom of residue

60 in subunit A51. The first atom is found in the loop between aN4 and hB,
nd the second in helix aC1. The last four columns show the distances

etween the atoms (in Å). Only distances shorter than 3.2 Å are listed. The

eaders of these columns show the label of the interacting subunits (Fig. 1

sert). A ‘‘– ’’ denotes a missing interaction and a ‘‘0’’ denotes that one of

e atoms is disordered. A putative magnesium ion is bridging one 5-fold

nd quasi-6-fold contact. A single water molecule at the 3-fold and quasi-3-

ld axis is also included. Atoms belonging to the immunoglobulin and

Table 2 (continued)
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arginine side chains extend from the inner surface of the

shell and two others are accessible on the inner surface but

are involved in protein–protein contacts. The remaining

four arginines are not exposed to the interior.

A divalent metal ion was modeled close to Asp207

and Asp182 in each subunit (Fig. 8). In subunits forming

the flat contacts (D and B), the ion also binds to a main

chain oxygen in the Ig domain of a quasi-6-fold-related

subunit (C and D) (Fig. 4). The ion is present at the shell

domains of A and C as well, although with weaker density.

The bent contact causes the quasi-symmetry-related Ig-like

domains (A and B) to be too far away for binding to the ion

(Fig. 4). The distances between the oxygen atoms of the

protein and the ion are about 2.4 Å, suggesting that the

density is a divalent cation. Divalent ions often have six

oxygen ligands and the remaining positions are probably

occupied by

helical domains are shaded (helical domain light shading).



Fig. 4. The bent and flat contacts. (a) Two A subunits interacting around the 5-fold axis (bent). (b) B and C subunits around the quasi-6-fold axis (bent). (c) C

and D subunits around the quasi-6-fold axis (flat). (d) D and B subunits around the quasi-6-fold axis (flat). Helix aC4 from the C and D subunits acts as a

wedge, making the CD and DB dimer interactions flat. The location of the putative magnesium ions (gray ball) in each dimer interface is also shown.
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occupied by poorly ordered water molecules. The electron

density is similar to that of the protein and thus lower than

what is expected for a calcium ion. It is therefore probably a

magnesium ion. In several plant viruses, divalent cations are

found in subunit–subunit interfaces and are important for

the stabilization of the particles. The ion site in NNV,
although found at an interface, is different in that it involves

only a carbonyl oxygen from the immunoglobulin domain

of one of the subunits. It is therefore probably not crucial for

the stability of the particle.

Control of maturation

Virus-like particles formed by the expressed NNV pro-

tein form procapsids at neutral pH, and only after exposure

to pH 5 undergo the maturation cleavage to produce the

g peptide (Canady et al., 2000, 2001). The lowering of the

pH reduces the radius of the particle, and the shrinking and

swelling is reversible in mutants that are deficient in

cleavage. The arrangement of aspartate and glutamate

residues at the bent quasi-2-fold contact might be important
for the pH dependence of particle maturation. Fig. 5a shows

the arrangement of Asp83, Asp85, Asp87, Glu110, and

Asp124 on the surface of the A subunit. In the flat contact

between C and D subunits, these residues are not involved

in subunit–subunit interactions but interact with other parts

of the N-terminus within the subunit. In the bent contact,

some of these residues are in close contact. Carboxyl oxy-

gens of Asp87 side chains related by the quasi-2-fold axis

are at a distance of about 2.5 Å from each other, suggesting

that at least one of them is protonated. The side chain of

Glu110 is extended in the C and D subunits, but at the bent

2-fold contact, an extended conformation of the corres-

ponding side chains in the A and B subunits is sterically

impossible. The side chains are therefore bent and stacked

on each other (Fig. 5b), which leads to a close contact (2.4–

2.5 Å) between one of their carboxyl oxygens and an

oxygen in the Asp124 side chain of the same subunit. There

are thus four carboxylate groups in a very close arrange-

ment. There is a histidine side chain close to Glu110, and

the amino group of Lys113 is at a distance of 3.6–3.8 Å

from Glu110. An image reconstruction of electron micro-



Fig. 5. Ten negative charges in the AB quasi-2-fold interface. The A subunit

is blue and the B subunit is red. (a) The interface of the A subunit seen

perpendicular to the quasi-2-fold axis. (b) The close contact of Glu110 and

Asp124 as seen down the axis.
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graphs of procapsid particles suggests that the dimeric

interactions at both quasi-2-fold axes are closely similar,

resembling those at the flat contact of the mature capsids

(Canady et al., 2000). The carboxylate side chains therefore

do not appear to be in close contact in the procapsid. At a

neutral pH, all the aspartate and glutamate side chains will

be unprotonated and charged and it is therefore unlikely that

the bent contact can form. Upon lowering of the pH, some

of the residues probably become protonated, allowing the

bent contact to form. In the capsids, the pKa of these

carboxylate groups will be shifted from their normal value

of about 4 due to their close proximity. When the pH is
increased, the side chains will tend to be deprotonated,

causing the particles to expand to the procapsid form.

It remains to explain why the maturation cleavage occurs

only at low pH and why cleavage prevents the reexpansion

of particles at neutral pH. The proposed mechanism for the

autocatalytic cleavage (Taylor et al., 2002) does not require a

low pH. It is therefore likely that the conformational changes

that occur upon lowering the pH are responsible for the

activation. Although the residues suggested to be directly

involved in the catalysis reside in the same subunit as the

cleaved bond, it is still possible that the subunit–subunit

interactions in the low pH form of the capsids are important.

Stabilization of residues involved in a mechanism is often

important for catalysis. In the capsids, the cleavage site is to a

large extent buried by neighboring subunits, and this may

stabilize the active conformation of the residues involved in

the cleavage. In the procapsid, these will be more flexible

preventing the cleavage. Further, in the mature capsids, the

Phe571 side chain at the N-terminus of the g peptide form

hydrophobic contacts with N-terminal regions from two

other subunits. It is therefore possible that favorable packing

of this side chain is necessary for the cleavage, and this will

occur only when the subunits are interacting closely as in the

low pH form. The contacts of the phenylalanine side chains

might also explain the unexpected amino acid sequence at

the cleavage site. The cleavage is expected to be more

efficient if the amino acid after the active asparagines has a

small side chain (Stephenson and Clarke, 1989). In the

nodaviruses, the corresponding residue is an alanine and in

the betatetravirus genus of the tetraviruses, the residue is a

glycine. The interactions of the phenylalanine side chain

might prevent it from interfering with the reaction.

In the absence of the cleavage, the particles reexpand at

neutral pH. After the cleavage, this process might be

prevented by favorable interactions that are formed only

after cleavage. The released termini are rearranged, and

several contacts are formed. The only direct subunit–sub-

unit contacts involving the released termini is the hydro-

phobic interactions of Phe571 described above. It is possible

that other stabilizing contacts are formed due to rearrange-

ments that are possible only after the cleavage.

The role of the helix bundle in membrane translocation

A helix bundle formed by the g peptides around the 5-

fold axes in FHV was suggested to function in membrane

translocation of the RNA (Cheng et al., 1994). The helix

bundle could become attached to the cellular membrane and

serve as mechanism for transporting the RNA into the

cytoplasm. Biochemical studies and the crystallographic

and EM structures of FHV support this hypothesis. The g

peptides close to the 5-fold axes form a helix bundle inside

the particle (Fisher and Johnson, 1993). The part of the

bundle facing the capsid center is associated with the

genomic RNA (Cheng et al., 1994). The g peptides can

be removed from the otherwise intact particle by treatment



Fig. 6. The 3-fold and quasi-3-fold contacts. (a) The shell domains of three D subunits around the 3-fold axis. (b) The shell domains of A, B, and C subunits

around the quasi-3-fold axis. (c) The Ig-like domains of three D subunits around the 3-fold axis. (d) The Ig-like domains of A, B, and C subunits around the

quasi-3-fold axis.
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with 1% (v/w) SDS (Gallagher and Rueckert, 1988), and a

small portion of the genomic RNA is released from the

capsid when exposed to heat followed by low pH (Cheng et
Fig. 7. Organization of the g peptides. The g peptides, aN1 and linker are in dark c

blue, the aC2 helices are red, and the aC3 and aC4 helices in the C and D subun

helices (aN1 of the B subunit) around the 5-fold axis. (b) The same as in a, but side

subunit) and the N-terminal helices (aN1 of the A and C subunits) around the qu
al., 1994). The inside of the bundle is lined with polar

residues, but the outside of the bundle is mainly hydropho-

bic, which would allow insertion into or association with the
olors, the rest of the proteins are in pale colors. The N-terminal helices are in

its are grey. (a) The g peptides (aC2 of the A subunit) and the C-terminal

view. (c) The g peptides (aC2–aC4 of the C and D subunits, aC2 of the B

asi-6-fold axis. (d) The same as in c, but side view.



Fig. 8. Detailed interactions of the Mg2 +ion at the flat contact between

subunits C and D.

Fig. 9. The hydrophobic residues inside the helix bundle. Helices aC2 of

the A subunit and aN1 of the B subunit from three different 5-fold-related

asymmetric units are shown. Hydrophobic side chains in green, small side

chains in yellow, and negatively charged side chains in red.
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cell membrane (Fisher and Johnson, 1993). The surface of

the FHV capsid has a hydrophobic patch at the 5-fold axis

that would allow the particle to make contact with the

membrane (Fisher and Johnson, 1993). A density inter-

preted as a pocket factor in a cavity at the 5-fold axis could

be released upon interaction and destabilize the capsid

(Cheng et al., 1994). The residues surrounding the 5-fold

axis are hydrophobic, which would allow the bundle to

‘‘slide out’’ following a structural change (Fisher and

Johnson, 1993). Recently, it was demonstrated that sequen-

ces corresponding to residues 364–386 of the g peptide of

FHV are membrane active and readily form pores that

release dyes from liposomes (Bong et al., 1999; Janshoff

et al., 1999).

In NNV, the g peptide is also cleaved off during matu-

ration and this cleavage is necessary to stabilize the mature

conformation (Taylor et al., 2002). There are, however,

some differences in the helix bundle when compared to

FHV. The g peptides in NNVare considerably longer (571–

644, 74 residues) than in FHV and BBV (364–407, 44

residues). The g peptides at the 5-fold axis do not form a

five-membered helical bundle as previously reported (Mun-

shi et al., 1996). Instead, the g peptides from the A chain are

intercalated by five N-terminal helices, aN1, from the five

neighboring B chains (Figs. 7a and b). The resulting 10-

helix bundle is thus covalently attached to the rest of the

capsid protein through the aN1 helices. To become com-

pletely externalized, the helix bundle must move approxi-

mately 75 Å radially outwards in the particle. The aN1 helix

of the B subunit is followed by a long (residues 58–86)

stretch of polypeptide that does not have any secondary

structure and could be used as a linker to allow some

movement of the helix bundle. This linker, however, is
attached approximately in the middle of the bundle, which

would be far away from the particle surface after external-

ization. If the bundle is completely externalized in its

present conformation, the linker should be lining the outside

of the bundle. The distance the linker would need to reach is

approximately 90 Å, which is close to the maximum

distance that 30 residues could span. The 10 helices do

form a large, pore-like structure with an inner diameter of 20

Å, but as opposed to FHV, the inside of the pore is lined

with hydrophobic residues and the outside is mainly polar

(Fig. 9). A cavity lined with mostly hydrophobic residues is

present at the 5-fold axis, between the bundle and the BC

and DE loops facing to surface of the particle, but there is no

evidence of a pocket factor. It is difficult to imagine the 10-

helix bundle becoming externalized, and if it does it could

not possibly be inserted into the membrane in its present

form.
Methods

Model building and refinement

The crystallization, structure determination, and first

high-resolution model of N. capensis NVirus was published
(Cavarelli et al., 1991; Munshi et al., 1996, 1998). The

space group is P1 with one particle in the unit cell and 60-

fold non-crystallographic symmetry. The data et used for

refinement was collected on film and consisted of 2465275

independent reflections. The completeness was 51% and the

scaling R factor 0.121. Using the program O (Jones et al.,

1991), the model was partly rebuilt and several new
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stretches of polypeptide were added. At one loop region,

C141–C144, the density was too weak to allow modeling of

the main chain, and these four residues were removed from

the model. Maps were calculated and the phases were

improved by cyclic averaging with the program Ave (Jones,

1992; Kleywegt and Jones, 1994). The model was refined

by simulated annealing and conjugate gradient minimization

with the program CNS (Brünger et al., 1998). The non-

crystallographic symmetry was used as a constraint in the

refinement. Refinement of temperature factors for individual

atoms or groups of atoms in each residue lead to unrealistic

values for many residues, and a temperature factor was

therefore refined for each amino acid residue. The final R

value is 22.0%. The free R value is very similar (22.2%) as

is normal for the case of high non-crystallographic symme-

try. The protein monomers consists of 644 residues, present

in four different conformations, A, B, C, and D in the T = 4

shell. The final model includes residues A61–A599, B44–

B590, C42–C140, C145–C590, C593–C601, C606–

C641, D43–D601, D614–D641 (Fig. 3), four divalent

metal ions modeled as Mg2 +, and 510 water molecules.

The model and structure factors have been deposited in the

Protein Data Bank (entry 1ohf).
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